Meetings rooms are reserved via Book My Space… or via Outlook.

Closed meeting places divided among 26 rooms, capacity 6-20 persons.

500 student seats
3700 restaurant seats

Basic ARBO workplaces
- replicator
- keyboard
- mouse
- screen(s)
- telephone or headset
- adjustable chair
- adjustable table

Who works where?

Floor 0-1
CVB, DAZ

Departments of ID and IE & IS Floor 2-9
South: Students, ESS, Board, Future Everyday, Systemic Change, Labs
Middle: Lecture and meeting rooms, students
North: Students, ESA, Board, IS, OPAC, HPM, ITEM, P&L, HT, TIS

Services
Floor 10 and 11
South: EEC, DFEZ, DPO, DIZ, CIO Office
Middle: Innovation Lab, ESoE, Fundraising, development, Strategic Areas
North: DH, DIZ, ICT Services
De Plint
Cafetaria, Restaurant

Types of workplaces
- ARBO workplaces (open, private, closed)
- flexible workplaces
- informal meeting
- phone booths
- closed meeting rooms

360 flexible workplaces

Atlas = open from 07:00 to 23:00 hours

3700 Types of workplaces
- ARBO workplaces
- flexible workplaces
- informal meeting
- phone booths
- closed meeting rooms

Facilities per working area
- reading table
- filing cabinets with coded locks, on average 2 shelves each
- pantry (floor 2, 4, 6, 8) with dishwasher/microwave oven/Quooker/fridge
- lockers use your campus card
- service unit with a multifunctional printer on floor 2, 4, 6, 8

Personal hardware
- laptop with mouse
- security cable
- bag
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